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Reflection: NCTE Writing and Personal Experience 

 We have spent a lot of time looking at how we learned grammar, specifically in high 

school. I believe that we focused on grade school and high school because we had all been taught 

in many different ways – some through the usual book work, some have no experience and some, 

like myself, who were taught during the writing process. This put us all at different levels of 

understanding of grammar making it really interesting to study. We also preferred looking at our 

grammar experience from high school because in college it’s rare to get a grammar lesson since 

professors assume you already have the basic knowledge of grammar by the time you are in 

college.  

 The National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) Beliefs about the Teaching of 

Writing believes that anyone can learn to write properly if they are given proper time, 

instruction, and patience while they are learning grammar during the writing process. Comparing 

this to how I learned grammar, I’d say I was given the upper hand. These beliefs are very similar 

to how my teachers dealt with their students.  

 With Mrs. Mary Stoffel we were told to write every day and then we were given time to 

edit it while she walked around and helped with a few questions here and there. When we would 

turn them in every month she checked them to see whether we had any errors. She was able to 

decide what grammar lessons she could teach as a class throughout the month because of this, 



and she was able to clarify with individual students if they hadn’t been picking up on previous 

lessons.  

 Shawn Bogart had us write papers that we would hand in and he would grade and return 

with notes if we needed to meet with him about grammar lessons. He similarly used these 

writings to decide what grammar lessons he would teach later on.  

 I learned from Kali Ramberg, not only from class but also from helping during ninth 

grade English. Their class time was my break time so I volunteered to correct papers and help 

students better understand the material that was just taught. Ramberg liked to assign papers and 

then have us exchange them with each other to get feedback on the paper. That way we could 

then edit it and turn it in later.  

 As I have shown, all three of my teachers believed in teaching grammar while writing. 

They had similar beliefs of the NCTE belief and I feel this helped to teach me proper grammar 

because it made me care about learning grammar and to create the best piece possible.   


